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Throughout the course, you will have to record yourself. 
Don’t worry - it’s not as daunting as it sounds. And after 
all…..you will need to be able to do this once you start 
your voiceover career. 

The easiest way for you to record yourself is on your 
mobile phone if it has a voice recording app.  

 
 
The other way to go is by downloading 

recording software. We have found Audacity the best option. 

You can download Audacity which is a free recording device for your 
computer and very easy to use.  

Make sure you also download the LAME MP3 encoder  
You need to make sure to remember where you put this file because the first time you 
want to export your recording as an MP3 file, the programme will ask you where the 
encoder is.  

Click here for User Manuals. 

Features of Audacity: 

 • Record live audio 
 • Record computer playback on any Windows Vista or later machine 
 • Convert tapes and records into digital recordings or CDs 
 • Edit WAV, AIFF, FLAC, MP2, MP3 or Ogg Vorbis sound files 
 • AC3, M4A/M4R (AAC), WMA and other formats supported using optional libraries 
 • Cut, copy, splice or mix sounds together 
 • Numerous effects including change the speed or pitch of a recording 
 • And more! See the complete list of features: http://audacity.sourceforge.net/about/

features 
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Recording at home

http://web.audacityteam.org
http://web.audacityteam.org/help/documentation


In order for Steve to assess you and send your diploma, please record these scripts 
before you start the course.  

You can record on your mobile phone or on your computer using  Audacity. You need 
to keep these recordings separate from all other recordings you make throughout 
the course. When you’ve practised for three weeks, you have to record these 
scripts again.  
 
Please make sure you name your recordings. 

Script 1 

A star is a vast sphere of glowing, ionised gas, the majority of which is made 
up of the two most abundant elements in the Universe - hydrogen and helium. 
So massive are these gas balls that they are constantly in danger of shrinking 
under their own weight - a process called gravitational contraction. However, 
they remain balanced against this inward force because of the presence of 
nuclear reaction in their centres, the core.  

First Read:    Last Read:                     
 

Script 2 

Have you ever tasted paradise? Have you ever tasted a chocolate so delicious 
you fall in love? 
Excite your palate with the smooth creamy chocolate from Chocolate Heaven. 
Chocolate made for chocolate lovers. 

First Read:    Last Read:                     
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Before Recordings



Script 3 

At the beginning of the year, Energywatch set its sights on making competition 
in energy markets work for all consumers. In addition to providing consumer 
advice, information and complaint handling, we set out to improve the way 
energy suppliers serve consumers. 
We called for more accurate billing; making it easier to switch supplier; 
stamping out marketing abuse; improving the responsiveness of companies and 
encouraging the industry to prevent consumer debt. 

First Read:    Last Read:                     

Script 4 

We climbed mountains so high it seemed as if we would scrape the moon. But 
the Polar Express never slowed down. Faster and faster we ran along, rolling 
over peaks and through valleys like a car on a roller coaster and with a 
screech of metal we rounded the final corner and found ourselves gliding 
gently into a moonlit valley. 

First Read:    Last Read:                     
 

Script 5 

The scene, if I may ask you to follow me, was now changed. The leaves were 
still falling, but in London now, not Oxbridge; and I must ask you to imagine a 
room, like many thousands, with a window looking across people’s hats and 
vans and motor-cars to other windows, and on the table inside the room a 
blank sheet of paper on which was written in large letters Women and Fiction, 
but no more.  

First Read:    Last Read:          
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What you will learn from this element: 

You will learn what three vital things to do at the end of a sentence which will 
allow your listener to clearly understand and assimilate the information you are 
providing. 

Key points: 

The three golden rules: these will separate one sentence from another:  

Go down at the end of a sentence (unless it’s a question)   
Pause at the end of a sentence (count “two, three” aloud)  
Energise the beginning of the next sentence 

Extract from ‘A room of one’s own’ by Virginia Woolf 

The scene, if I may ask you to follow me, was now changed. The leaves were still falling, 
but in London now, not Oxbridge; and I must ask you to imagine a room, like man 
thousands, with a window looking across people’s hats and vans and motor cars to other 
windows, and on the table inside the room a blank sheet of paper on which was written 
in large letters Women and Fiction, but no more. 
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Starting and Ending Sentences



 

‘A Room of One’s own’ by Virginia Woolf 

The scene, if I may ask you to follow me, was now changed. The leaves were still 

falling, but in London now, not Oxbridge; and I must ask you to imagine a room, 

like many thousands, with a window looking across people’s hats and vans and 

motor-cars to other windows, and on the table inside the room a blank sheet of 

paper on which was written in large letters Women and Fiction, but no more. The 

inevitable sequel to lunching and dining at Oxbridge seemed, unfortunately, to be 

a visit to the British Museum. One must strain off what was personal and 

accidental in all these impressions and so reach the pure fluid, the essential oil of 

truth. For that visit to Oxbridge and the luncheon and the dinner had started a 

swarm of questions. Why did men drink wine and women water? Why was one sex 

so prosperous and the other so poor? What effect has poverty on fiction? What 

conditions are necessary for the creation of works of art? A thousand questions at 

once suggested themselves, but one needed answers, not questions; and an 

answer was only to be had by consulting the learned and the unprejudiced, who 

have removed themselves above the strife of tongue and the confusion of body 

and issued the result of their reasoning and research in books which are to be 

found in the British Museum. If truth is not to be found on the shelves of the 

British Museum, where, I asked myself, picking up a notebook and a pencil, is 

truth? 

Time: 
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Starting and Ending Sentences



What you will learn: 

To pause appropriately at punctuation marks within and at the end of a sentence. 
Be able to instantly recognise “mental commas”.  

Key points 

In many books and scripts there is insufficient punctuation for reading aloud. The 
reader needs to put in “mental commas” to break the sentences into smaller blocks 
of information of one or several words. 
The “mental comma” is the same as a comma except that it is in your head and not 
printed on the paper. Most people instinctively put in their own mental commas 
when reading out loud and achieve 65% to 75% success at correctly identifying 
mental commas. 
These blocks of information can consist of one or several words that may not be 
grammatically correct but must have a semblance of sense. 

Instructions 

Listen to Steve’s explanation of where the mental commas should go in the extract 
below. The first few lines are completed for you already. 

Now with a pencil, put the mental commas where you think they should go, 
keeping in mind Steve’s instructions. 

Steve will come back and then go through the extract and give you the correct 
mental commas. Use a red pencil so that you can see the difference. 

When you’ve done this, you can put the correct mental commas in the extract on 
the next page. This will be the copy you use to practice with. 

After this element, do not mark any other scripts with mental commas. After 
you’ve practised this, there is no need, in fact; it is a hindrance.  
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Create Mini-Sentences



 

‘A Room Of One’s Own’ By Virginia Woolf 

! The scene,/ if I may ask you to follow me,/ was now changed "./ ! The leaves 

were still falling,/ but in London now,/ not Oxbridge;/ and I must ask you to 

imagine a room,/ like many thousands,/ with a window looking across people’s 

hats and vans and motor-cars to other windows,/ and on the table inside the 

room a blank sheet of paper on which was written in large letters Women and 

Fiction,/ but no more "./ The inevitable sequel to lunching and dining at 

Oxbridge seemed, unfortunately, to be a visit to the British Museum. One must 

strain off what was personal and accidental in all these impressions and so reach 

the pure fluid, the essential oil of truth. For that visit to Oxbridge and the 

luncheon and the dinner had started a swarm of questions. Why did men drink 

wine and women water? Why was one sex so prosperous and the other so poor? 

What effect has poverty on fiction? What conditions are necessary for the 

creation of works of art? A thousand questions at once suggested themselves, but 

one needed answers, not questions; and an answer was only to be had by 

consulting the learned and the unprejudiced, who have removed themselves 

above the strife of tongue and the confusion of body and issued the result of their 

reasoning and research in books which are to be found in the British Museum. If 

truth is not to be found on the shelves of the British Museum, where, I asked 

myself, picking up a notebook and a pencil, is truth? 
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Create Mini-Sentences



 

‘A room of one’s own’ by Virginia Woolf 
(mark this script with the correct mental commas) 

The scene,/ if I may ask you/ to follow me,/ was now/ changed.// The leaves /

were still falling,/ but in London now/, not Oxbridge; /and I must ask you /to 

imagine a room/, like many thousands,/ with a window/ looking across /people’s 

hats /and vans /and motor-cars /to other windows,/ and on the table /inside the 

room a/ blank sheet of paper /on which was written/ in large letters /Women 

and Fiction,/ but no more.// The inevitable sequel to lunching and dining at 

Oxbridge seemed, unfortunately, to be a visit to the British Museum. One must 

strain off what was personal and accidental in all these impressions and so reach 

the pure fluid, the essential oil of truth. For that visit to Oxbridge and the 

luncheon and the dinner had started a swarm of questions. Why did men drink 

wine and women water? Why was one sex so prosperous and the other so poor? 

What effect has poverty on fiction? What conditions are necessary for the 

creation of works of art? A thousand questions at once suggested themselves, but 

one needed answers, not questions; and an answer was only to be had by 

consulting the learned and the unprejudiced, who have removed themselves 

above the strife of tongue and the confusion of body and issued the result of their 

reasoning and research in books which are to be found in the British Museum. If 

truth is not to be found on the shelves of the British Museum, where, I asked 

myself, picking up a notebook and a pencil, is truth? 

Explanation of the 3 Golden Rules 
Remember to Go Down at the end of the sentence (unless it’s a question). Then count 
2-3 for the pause and finally Energise the beginning of the next sentence to let your 
audience know you’ve started a new bit of information. 

Once you’ve practised this lesson, stop counting 2-3 out loud - it should now be second 
nature.  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Create Mini-Sentences



Instructions 

Read the sentence in the passage below out loud, record it and with a 
stopwatch time how long it took you to read the sentence and note this time 
down. Keep this recording because you will need this later for comparison. 

Extract from The Polar Express 

On Christmas Eve, many years ago, I lay quietly in my bed. 

Explanation Control your Pace 

Remember that words are made of rubber and you can stretch them out as far as you 
like. 

1st Time:                                            sec. 7th Time:                                              sec

2nd Time:                                           sec 8th Time:                                              sec

3rd Time:                                           sec 9th Time:                                              sec

4th Time:                                           sec 10th Time:                                            sec

5th Time:                                           sec 11th Time:                                            sec

6th Time:                                           sec 12th Time:                                            sec
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Speak Slowly



What you will learn from this element 

Understand the meaning of a No. 5 Voice and be able                                    
to demonstrate a No 5 Voice. 

Instructions 

Listen to Steve reading the sentence in the passage below – notice how he 
softens his voice. 

Read the sentence in the passage below out loud and record it. Keep this 
recording because you will need this later for comparison. 

Read the sentence in the passage below out loud – this time read it softly just 
as Steve demonstrated. Please record your reading. Keep this recording 
because you will need this later for comparison. 

Extract from ‘The Polar Express’.  

On Christmas Eve, many years ago, I lay quietly in my bed. 
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Speak Softly



 
What you will learn from this element: 

You will be able to read with energy and enthusiasm.  

Instructions 

Read the passage on the next page out loud and record it. Keep this recording 
because you will need this later for comparison. 

Now listen to Steve reading the same passage – notice how he reads the 
passage with energy in his voice. 

Read the passage below again – this time read it with energy just as Steve 
demonstrated. Please record your reading. Keep this recording because you 
will need this later for comparison. 

Extract from ‘The Polar Express’. 

On Christmas Eve, many years ago, I lay quietly in my bed. 

Extract from ‘The Polar Express’. 

On Christmas Eve, many years ago, I lay quietly in my bed. I didn’t rustle the sheets and 

I breathed slowly and silently. I was listening for a sound - a sound a friend had told me 

I’d never hear - the ringing bells of Santa’s sleigh. My friend insisted that there is no 

Santa, but I knew he was wrong. 

Late that night I did hear sounds, though not of ringing bells. From outside came the 

sounds of hissing steam and squeaking metal. I looked through my window and saw a 

train standing perfectly still in front of my house. 

We climbed mountains so high it seemed as if we would scrape the moon. But the Polar 

Express never slowed down. Faster and faster we ran along, rolling over peaks and 

through valleys like a car on a roller coaster and with a screech of metal we rounded the 

final corner and found ourselves gliding gently into a moonlit valley. 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Speak with energy and enthusiasm



What you will learn: 

You will be able to identify the appropriate words to emphasise 

You will be able to demonstrate placing the appropriate emphasis on words in 
a passage by the use of varied pace, volume, tone, pitch and/or pausing

You will be able to avoid emphasising the wrong words 

Key points: 

When reading out loud, most people don’t emphasise the correct words 

Red flag words and situations must be recognized as instructions from the 
author and used correctly. 

I live in paradise and outside my house is a public lavatory. 

Extract from ‘The Polar Express’. 

On Christmas Eve, many years ago, I lay quietly in my bed. I didn’t rustle the 

sheets and I breathed slowly and silently. I was listening for a sound - a sound a 

friend had told me I’d never hear - the ringing bells of Santa’s sleigh. My friend 

insisted that there is no Santa, but I knew he was wrong.  

Late that night I did hear sounds, though not of ringing bells. From outside came 

the sounds of hissing steam and squeaking metal. I looked through my window 

and saw a train standing perfectly still in front of my house.  

We climbed mountains so high it seemed as if we would scrape the moon. But the 

Polar Express never slowed down. Faster and faster we ran along, rolling over 

peaks and through valleys like a car on a roller coaster and with a screech of 

metal we rounded the final corner and found ourselves gliding gently into a 

moonlit valley. 

14  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Red Flag Words & Situations



 

Instructions: 

Read the passage below out loud and again record it on a tape recorder. 

As soon as you have done this play this recording back and listen to it. 

Extract from ‘The Polar Express’. 

On Christmas Eve, many years ago, I lay quietly in my bed. I didn’t rustle the 

sheets and I breathed slowly and silently. I was listening for a sound - a sound a 

friend had told me I’d never hear - the ringing bells of Santa’s sleigh. My friend 

insisted that there is no Santa, but I knew he was wrong. 

Late that night I did hear sounds, though not of ringing bells. From outside came 

the sounds of hissing steam and squeaking metal. I looked through my window 

and saw a train standing perfectly still in front of my house. 

We climbed mountains so high it seemed as if we would scrape the moon.  

But the Polar Express never slowed down.  

Faster and faster we ran along, rolling over peaks and through valleys like a car 

on a roller coaster and with a screech of metal we rounded the final corner and 

found ourselves gliding gently into a moonlit valley. 
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Red Flag Words & Situations



 

Explanation Red Flag Words and Situations 

The important words and situations in “The Polar Express” have been underlined.  
In this exercise, you are reading to a three year old child.  

Obviously, you would read slower and softer to a three year old. When you get to the 
sentence beginning: “faster and faster......”, the situation changes because you are the 
person in the roller coaster and you are scared.  

The instructions here begin with “faster and faster...” This means you must start at a 
medium pace and accelerate because that is exactly what the roller coaster is doing. 
When you get to “rounded the final corner”, you will be descending into a “moonlit 
valley”.  
This is not an average moonlit valley with smoke coming from chimneys and dogs 
barking, you have just found paradise.  

Far from the frightening ride on the roller coaster, you are now ”gliding gently”  
(like a bird). So this part of the sentence must be stretched out and your voice must 
become softer as you finish the sentence. 
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Red Flag Words & Situations



Read the passage below out loud and record it.  
Remember to: 

“Go down” at the end a sentence, pause and energise  

Add Mental commas / create mini sentences 

Read slowly 

Read softly 

Read with energy and enthusiasm 

Emphasise “red flag words” 

Extract from ‘The Polar Express’. 

On Christmas Eve, many years ago, I lay quietly in my bed. I didn’t rustle the sheets and 

I breathed slowly and silently. I was listening for a sound - a sound a friend had told me 

I’d never hear - the ringing bells of Santa’s sleigh. My friend insisted that there is no 

Santa, but I knew he was wrong. 

Late that night I did hear sounds, though not of ringing bells. From outside came the 

sounds of hissing steam and squeaking metal. I looked through my window and saw a 

train standing perfectly still in front of my house. 

We climbed mountains so high it seemed as if we would scrape the moon. But the Polar 

Express never slowed down. Faster and faster we ran along, rolling over peaks and 

through valleys like a car on a roller coaster and with a screech of metal we rounded the 

final corner and found ourselves gliding gently into a moonlit valley. 
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Put it all together



Charlie’s showroom - normal voice 

Are you looking for a new car? .....Charlie’s car showroom has the biggest selection of 
guaranteed used cars in London. We’ve been established for 25 years and have a 
reputation second to none. With every car we give 1 years’ guarantee.  
We offer the highest trade in prices and our service department is  2nd to none.  
So come in for a chat. Bring your family, take a test drive. We’re at 34 the High Street, 
London.  
Charlie’s car Showroom Your carriage is waiting!  

Blue Star Cruiseline - relaxed slightly softer voice 

If you want the cruise of a lifetime.....then you need to look at the Blue Star Cruise line 
brochure.  
It’s full of romantic, exciting cruises around the world. From New England to Old 
England – from Australia to Alaska. 
It’s a floating hotel with fabulous entertainment, great food and personal service.  
Phone 0800 160 170 for a brochure and take the cruise of a lifetime! 

Sweet Delight - No. 5 voice 

Do you have a craving for chocolate? Then come into Sweet Delight, Kings Road, 
Chelsea. Try our melt in the mouth, rich, dark chocolate cake. Take a bite of fruit cake, 
soaked in Caribbean rum, you’ll never forget it - paradise! 
Sweet Delight, go on, give in!  

Lifestyle sports - hard, fast sell 

Now lifestyle sports bring you their lowest prices ever with....Powerdeals  
Hi Tec men’s tennis shoes £21.95  
Hi Tec men’s trail hiking boots £24.95  
Powerdeals – Power packed savings at lifestyle Sports. 
No-one beats lifestyle sports on price! 

Baker and Spice - No. 5 voice 

Baker and Spice, London’s premier patisserie. Whether it’s sumptuous soufflé, ravishing 
roulade or mouth-watering meringue, there’s something to tempt everyone. 
Individually hand-made from the world’s finest ingredients, we guarantee you a 
delectable experience. Go on, treat yourself, you deserve it! Baker and Spice, for all 
things nice. 
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More scripts for practise



Vaxi-Pads - normal voice 

Do you get frustrated with having too much stuff yet not enough storage?  
Well panic no more as Vaxi Packs are the ultimate space saver! No clutter… no creases! 
All you do is simply pack your items, pull on the seal and pump out the air… simple as 
ABC… vaxi pads for you and me! 
To get yours now call free phone on 0800 44 22 44… that’s 0800 44 22 44 or go online to 
vaxipadscontrol.com 
Vaxi Pads… always allowing more! 

Wheels bin cleaning company - normal voice 

Is your wheely bin overflowing? 
Phew! I thought so. If you want a really clean wheely bin, call the Wheely Bin Cleaning 
Company now.  
Book our weekly really clean wheely bin service and you’ll never need to hold your nose 
again.  
Call the Wheely Bin Cleaning Company now on 0800 708 090. Gets your bin wheely clean 
(sniff). Now that’s better! 

Vitta Mineral Water - slow no. 5 voice. 

Filtered through the glacial valleys of the blue forest mountains. Vitta mineral water has 
absorbed millions of years of essential vitamins that are vital for purifying and 
maintaining a clear body and mind. 
Vita mineral water has a greater concentration of vitamins with a crisp and cleansing 
taste creating a unique clarity that you can feel all day long. Vitta… refreshing and 
replenishing. 

Corporate narration - authoritative voice 

We retain sole occupancy of the site, and total control of security. There are guards on 
regular patrol, closed-circuit TV monitoring and archiving, zoned intruder alarms and 
motion detectors. Clients gain access to their suites with a combination of biometric 
fingerprint scanners and pre- programmed visit-specific proximity cards with preset 
expiry dates. 
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Corporate narration - authoritative voice 

The ability of the Mayflower E3 engine to change both compression ratio and cylinder 
capacity is completely revolutionary. It becomes an intelligent engine that runs far more 
efficiently, reducing emissions and fuel consumption dramatically. These benefits work 
in addition to other enhancements such as direct injection, variable valve timing and 
turbo or super-charging. Engine downsizing becomes possible without loss of 
performance, providing even greater environmental, energy and economic benefits. 

Corporate narration - authoritative voice 

The “software factory” brings a manufacturing discipline to software development, 
creating an infrastructure that gives developers a way to encapsulate their knowledge as 
assets that can be re-used. It is a concept that stresses intelligent automation, in which 
rote or menial tasks are automated and the divine work of programming is left to 
enterprise software developers. 

Corporate narration - authoritative voice 

The ILUX X100 Digital Video Processing Chip creates the best picture ever seen on a large 
flat screen television. 
Using field programmable gate arrays, circuit designs are added into the video 
processing path and with the techniques of de-interlacing, scaling, gamma removal, and 
error diffusion the overall effect is to remove deficiencies and improve clarity. 
ILUX puts you in the picture. 

Corporate narration - authoritative voice 

In the center of every Maya city you will find two parallel buildings framing a carefully 
dimensioned rectangle. This special arrangement forms a ballcourt, or stadium, where 
Indians played a competitive game known to them for centuries. Most visitors expect all 
Maya ballcourts to be as large as that at Chichen Itza, and to use great stone rings as 
goals, as was common throughout the Yucatan, Campeche, and Central Mexico. 

Corporate narration - authoritative voice 

The heart is a hollow muscular organ of a somewhat conical form; it lies between the 
lungs in the middle mediastinum and is enclosed in the pericardium. It is placed 
obliquely in the chest behind the body of the sternum and adjoining parts of the rib 
cartilages, and projects farther into the left than into the right half of the thoracic 
cavity, so that about One-third of it is situated on the right and two-thirds on the left of 
the median plane. 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Now that you’ve gone though all the steps, practise putting them all together. 
When you feel confident, the time has come to record the same scripts you 
read before you started the course. 

Once you’ve done this, please send your Before and After Recordings to Steve 
at stevehudson@voicemaster.co.uk for his assessment. 

Script 1 

A star is a vast sphere of glowing, ionised gas, the majority of which is made 
up of the two most abundant elements in the Universe - hydrogen and helium. 
So massive are these gas balls that they are constantly in danger of shrinking 
under their own weight - a process called gravitational contraction. However, 
they remain balanced against this inward force because of the presence of 
nuclear reaction in their centres, the core.  

First Read:    Last Read:                     
 

Script 2 

Have you ever tasted paradise? Have you ever tasted a chocolate so delicious 
you fall in love? 
Excite your palate with the smooth creamy chocolate from Chocolate Heaven. 
Chocolate made for chocolate lovers. 

First Read:    Last Read:                     
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After Recordings
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Script 3 

At the beginning of the year, Energywatch set its sights on making competition 
in energy markets work for all consumers. In addition to providing consumer 
advice, information and complaint handling, we set out to improve the way 
energy suppliers serve consumers. 
We called for more accurate billing; making it easier to switch supplier; 
stamping out marketing abuse; improving the responsiveness of companies and 
encouraging the industry to prevent consumer debt. 

First Read:    Last Read:                     

Script 4 

We climbed mountains so high it seemed as if we would scrape the moon. But 
the Polar Express never slowed down. Faster and faster we ran along, rolling 
over peaks and through valleys like a car on a roller coaster and with a 
screech of metal we rounded the final corner and found ourselves gliding 
gently into a moonlit valley. 

First Read:    Last Read:                     
 

Script 5 

The scene, if I may ask you to follow me, was now changed. The leaves were 
still falling, but in London now, not Oxbridge; and I must ask you to imagine a 
room, like many thousands, with a window looking across people’s hats and 
vans and motor-cars to other windows, and on the table inside the room a 
blank sheet of paper on which was written in large letters Women and Fiction, 
but no more.  

First Read:    Last Read:          
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Contact Details: 

Voicemaster International 
49 High Street 

Waltham on the Wolds 
Melton Mowbray 
Leicestershire 

LE14 4AH 

Phone: +44(0)1664 46 41 42 
Mobile: +44 (0)7921 210 400 
Website: voicemaster.co.uk 

Email: stevehudson@voicemaster.co.uk  
Skype: Voicemaster International  

Facebook: voicemasterinternational 
You Tube: voicemasteruk
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